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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

• Vision / Mission
• Duties and Responsibilities
• Current and Upcoming Initiatives



WHAT IS OREGON’S GIS FRAMEWORK?

Vision
Current authoritative geospatial data are 
available and accessible to all when and 
where needed.

Source:  Framework Implementation Team Charter, Endorsed October 2019



WHAT IS OREGON’S GIS FRAMEWORK?

Mission
Work to develop and steward national and Oregon 
Framework geospatial data themes for the 
Framework Implementation Team, Framework 
community, Framework partners from all levels of 
government and sectors, and Oregonians.

Source:  Framework Implementation Team Charter, Endorsed October 2019



FIT LEAD DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

• Theme Meetings
• Communications
• Framework Program Advocacy /

Coordination
• Data Development & Stewardship 

Oversight



THEME MEETINGS

• 4x per year recommended (or as needed)
• Create & distribute agendas
• Chair the meeting and preside over 

decisions.
• Create work groups (if needed) 
• Meeting minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a FIT lead, you are responsible for ensuring that the theme meets about 3-4 times per year and is delivering its deliverables. FIT leads facilitate their theme meetings. FIT leads help the theme to determine its work priorities and ferries issues that require Framework Implementation Team-wide attention to the Framework Coordinator. The Framework Coordinator, is available to help you as you plan meetings by spreading the word through email lists, locating meeting space, creating a virtual meeting event for remote attendance, reviewing the agenda, and more. Minutes or meeting notes should be prepared for every theme meeting and provided to the FIT Chair for posting on the Framework webpages.



COMMUNICATIONS

• List serve management
• General communications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Work with GEO to administer the theme's email distribution list. This includes subscribing/unsubscribing members, making announcements, and other simple tasks as needed. New subscription requests should be reviewed for veracity. Knowledge or familiarity of the person or simple email to the email address should provide the kind of information to prevent spammers from joining.Use available communication channels to distribute and communicate information to FIT theme members, FIT Theme Leads, Framework community members, and Framework partners including but not limited to new and/or undocumented coordination needs and theme activities



FRAMEWORK PROGRAM ADVOCACY / 
COORDINATION

• Identify partners; invite new members
• Update/Create Theme Charter
• Annual/Biannual Work Plan
• FIT Lead Meetings and Framework Forums

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Identify partners and stakeholders for the FIT Theme; create relationships and invite new members to participate. work with FIT theme members and the Framework Coordinator to update the FIT theme charter as needed. Lead the effort to create an annual or biannual work plan for the Theme; define priorities and activities that support improved data management and sharing. Attend the FIT lead meetings and Framework Forums.



DATA DEVELOPMENT AND STEWARDSHIP

• Monitor stewardship of data elements
• Assist with upkeep of Framework Data

Inventory
• Guide data custodians and stewards to 

data publishing
• Publishing Help:

gis.info@das.oregon.gov

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Monitor the stewardship of Framework data elements within Theme; Assist the Framework Coordinator in upkeep of the Framework Data Inventory. Our goal is for each data element to have an identified data steward, a documented data standard, and be published to the Oregon Spatial Data Library for public consumption. Data must have completed metadata that meets the Oregon Metadata Standard.  DAS GEO is the point organization for publishing and cataloging authoritative Framework data elements. Contact DAS GEO at gis.info@das.oregon.gov for publishing assistance and information. As a FIT Lead, you should guide data custodians and data stewards to DAS GEO for publishing assistance. 



CURRENT AND UPCOMING INITIATIVES

• Support for GDMS Project
• Provide input / testing

• Framework Data Inventory Update
• Data Governance

• supply chain & governance of individual 
data elements 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Support for the GDMS ProjectThe Geospatial Data Management and Sharing Project is a project led by DAS GEO during the 2021-23 biennium.  It has 3 primary components: building a secure data sharing portal, data development, and data inventory and governance policies and procedures.  The FIT Leads will have several opportunities to provide input on these items and/or test some of the new infrastructure (data portal and inventory tool). Note:  As part of the GDMS project, publishing workflows will be updated. More information will be provided when available. Framework Data Inventory UpdateAs part of implementing ORS 276A 500-515, OGIC must identify and adopt a list of Framework Data Elements that are to be shared by public bodies via the secure data portal mentioned above. The FIT is a critical component of creating an updated list of data elements for OGIC to adopt. This work will be kicked off late-Summer. Data governanceData governance refers to the processes that govern how data enters an organization, who is in charge and accountable for their entry, and how the data achieve the standards established for the organization to integrate and use the data. The FIT Leads recently provided input on a guidance document for updating the Framework Data Elements List.  This is a governance document for the official list of Framework data elements.  More work will be done on documenting the supply chain and governance of individual data elements as part of the GDMS Project. 
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